VACANCIES

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ADVERTISEMENT

Applications are invited from suitably qualified candidates for the under-listed positions in the University:

1. Technologist I -) Department of Petroleum Engineering
2. Technologist II -)  
3. Operations Manager )  
4. Machine Room Supervisor ) Computing Centre
5. Senior System Analyst)  
6. System Analyst II ) Management Information System Unit
7. Secretary I )

Qualification/Experience/Salary

For Position No. 1. Candidates should possess AIST, with at least three (3) years experience in Science Technology. Candidates with HND or University degree with experience in Oil Field equipment and operations may also apply.

Salary: CONTISS 8 (₦671,747 – ₦998,031)

For Position No. 2. Candidates should possess Associateship of the Institute of Science and Technology. Candidates with HND or University Degree with experience in Oil Field development and operations may also apply.

Salary: CONTISS 7 (₦579,391 – ₦857,305)

For Position No. 3. Candidates must possess a good University degree in Computer Science or in a related discipline. Experience in Computer Operations and Applications, Computer Programming at an Advanced Level including Systems Programming, Visual Basic, VB.NET, Visual C++, Web Programming and Internet Technology is mandatory. Candidates with at least 2 years administrative experience as Operations Manager will be at an advantage.

Salary: CONTISS 9 (₦777,784 – ₦1,131,610)

For Position No. 4. Candidates must possess WASC, Advanced Training, and Certification in Data Processing using computer and with reasonable experience in the use of Data Capturing, Storage and Processing equipment. Candidates must be familiar with Computer Operations and Applications and one Programming Language plus 5 years professional experience in Data Control, Processing and Management as well as Internet Technology.

Salary: CONTISS 6 (₦362,757 – ₦551,043)
For Position No. 5  Candidates must possess a good first degree or HND in Computer Science or any other related discipline with formal training in System Analysis and Computer Programming. Candidates must have 10 years experience in Systems Analysis and Design plus two years additional experience in Computer Applications. Relevant experience in Campus Networks and possession of Professional Certification, as well as a demonstrable knowledge of maintenance and management of computers and networks would be an added advantage. Proof of Professional Membership is also required.

Salary:        CONTISS 9 (₦ 777,784 – ₦ 1,131,610)

For Position No. 6  Candidates must possess a good University degree in Computer/Information Science or related discipline or equivalent professional qualification. Two (2) years’ experience in Systems Analysis and Design plus two years additional experience in Computer Application are required. Relevant experience in Campus Networks and possession of Professional Certification as well as a demonstrable knowledge of maintenance and management of computers and networks would be added advantages. Proof of Professional Membership is also mandatory.

Salary:        CONTISS 7 (₦579,391 – ₦857,305)

For Position No. 7  Candidates must possess WASC, preferably with Credits in English Language and Mathematics, or its equivalent and RSA or Pitman or Government Training School Certificate or their equivalents for 120/50 wpm in Shorthand and Typewriting plus 6 years stenographic/secretarial experience.

Salary:        CONTISS 7 (₦579,391 – ₦857,305)

Conditions of Service:  As applicable in other Federal Universities in Nigeria.

Method of Application

Candidates should forward applications in their own handwriting with fifteen (15) copies of detailed Curriculum Vitae stating their Full Names (Surname first), Date of Birth, Marital Status and Local Government Area, Full Qualifications, Work Experience, Mobile Telephone Number, E-mail Address, Names and Addresses of three (3) Referees and two (2) Photostat copies each of their Certificates to reach the Deputy Registrar (Establishments), University of Ibadan, not later than six (6) weeks from the date of this publication.

Applicants are requested to inform their Referees to send Confidential Reports on them direct to the Deputy Registrar (Establishments), University of Ibadan, from whom further details may be obtained.

Only the applications of shortlisted candidates will be acknowledged.

Signed

Omotayo O. Ikotun (Mrs.)
Registrar.